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ohn Atkinson asked me to review the
dCS Network Bridge ($4250), which
was designed to be paired not just
with the dCS Vivaldi DAC ($35,999)
running the current v.2.02 software, but with
any DAC. This meant I was forced to endure
several months with the state-of-the-art Vivaldi as a replacement for my reference dCS
Rossini ($23,999). Oh, how I suffered.
Michael Fremer, in his January 2014
review of dCS’s four-piece Vivaldi system
($114,996),1 of which the Vivaldi DAC is
part, called it “the best non–digital-sounding
Computer playback as a bridge between your source of digital music and your
digital system I’ve heard.” John Atkinson, in
DAC. Inside its housing of machined, aerospace-grade alupaled next to the
his measurements for that review, credited
minum are hardware and software capable of playing highthe system with “the best digital playback I
resolution music files from a NAS, USB drive or stick, or
Network Bridge.
have experienced.”
Ethernet-connected drive. It can also stream content from
I determined a review strategy. My main focus would be the
Tidal, Spotify, and other streaming services.
Network Bridge, with the sound of the Vivaldi DAC’s v.2.02 software
The Network Bridge’s front panel is solid, save for a small blue
upgrade a major corollary. First, I’d listen to the Network Bridge as
LED that indicates when the unit is powered up. On the rear panel
one of four links in a dCS chain of the Vivaldi DAC running its origiare two AES/EBU outputs (compatible with dCS DACs) and three
S/PDIF outputs (one on an RCA); Ethernet, AirPlay, and USB 2.0
nal v.1.2 software, the Scarlatti clock, and the Paganini SACD/CD
(data) inputs; two BNC SDIF outputs; and a third BNC word-clock
transport. Once I’d fully grokked the Vivaldi v.1.20 sound, I’d update
output. Its built-in antenna is designed for app control and eventual
to Vivaldi v.2.02 and listen again.
WiFi use; the latter remained inactivated during the review period.
Network Bridge
The dCS Network Bridge is a one-box network player that can serve
1 See www.stereophile.com/content/dcs-vivaldi-digital-playback-system.

SPECIFICATIONS
Description Network player/Roon
endpoint. Inputs: Ethernet, Apple
AirPlay, USB 2.0 (data), 2 word
clock (BNC). Outputs: 2 AES/EBU
on (3-pin XLR), for PCM output
up to 24-bit/384kHz or DSD128
in DoP when used as dual AES; S/
PDIF (coax RCA), for PCM output
up to 24/192 or DSD64 in DoP;

SDIF-2 (BNC), for PCM output
up to 24/96 or SDIF-2 DSD64;
word-clock (BNC), for PCM data
up to 96kHz.
Dimensions 14.2" (360mm)
W by 2.65" (67mm) H by 9.65"
(245mm) D. Weight: 10.2 lbs
(4.6kg).
Finishes Silver, Black

Serial number of unit
reviewed 0052911
Price $4250. Approximate number of dealers: 18.
Warranty: 3 years, parts & labor,
to original owner.
Manufacturer Data Conversion
Systems, Ltd., Unit 1, Buckingway
Business Park, Anderson Road,

Swavesey, Cambridge CB24 4AE,
England, UK.
Tel: (44) (0)1954-233950. US
distributor:
Data Conversion Systems
Americas, Inc., PO Box 541443,
Waltham, MA 02454-1443.
Tel: (617) 314-9296.
Web: www.dcsltd.co.uk.
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The Network Bridge can play
PCM files up to 24-bit/384kHz, all
major lossless codecs, plus DSD64 and
DSD128 in native or DoP formats.
While the Bridge’s auto-clocking system is compatible with clock settings
within the Vivaldi, Rossini, and other
DACs, it can also be used with an external clock fitted with BNC outputs.
Multistage power regulation isolates
the Bridge’s digital and clock circuitry
from AC irregularities.
As long as a DAC has at least one
The dCs Vivaldi,
AES/EBU or S/PDIF input, dCS
updated for this review
claims it will benefit from the Netto v.2.02 firmware.
work Bridge. This includes DACs limited to 96 or 192kHz, or that can play DSD only when downsampled
to 96 or 192kHz PCM. No matter if a DAC with only one AES or S/
PDIF input allows sample rates above 192kHz and DSD64—linearity
considerations have led dCS to limit the ability to pass those higher
rates to their traditional Dual-AES connection.
Very much a 2017 product—notably, the Network Bridge is Roonready—the product’s FPGA platform is accessed by a remote, iOSonly phone/pad app. The app permits full control of what dCS claims
are the Bridge’s bit-perfect wired and wireless streaming capabilities,
as well as its input, output, and clock settings. Direct connection to
Tidal and Spotify is supported.
The Network Bridge software is easily updated via the Internet
using the app’s control section. By the time you read this, software to
enable serial-data mode for RS-232 control of other dCS products,
including the Vivaldi DAC, should be available. Ditto a USB audio
output that will allow connection to USB DACs.
While the Network Bridge is equipped with WiFi, WiFi connectivity is limited to 24/96 because dCS feels that wireless transmission compromises performance, and those compromises increase
with the sampling rate. dCS recommends hardwiring the Network
Bridge via Ethernet.
Given its multiple functions, the Network Bridge is really a local
and streaming music file renderer that can locate, process (ie, convert FLAC and other compressed formats to uncompressed WAV),
and present to any DAC music files from a variety of sources, local
or Web-based. The Bridge also enables the Vivaldi (which has only
a USB input) and older, discontinued dCS DACs to play files and
stream music in all resolutions and formats the DAC allows.
The Vivaldi DAC has only a single USB and no Ethernet input was
an intentional design choice. As dCS Americas’ General Manager, John
Quick, explained by phone:
Because the Vivaldi system is our reference statement system, we
don’t want excessive processing or overactive power supplies to
generate noise inside the box. There are advantages to having the
network board, with its dedicated power supply and dedicated FPGA
processor, running our code in a separate chassis that is pretty inert.
This is why the Vivaldi system’s upsampling, disc playback, and
advanced clocking take place in separate boxes.
We decided to put a USB input on the Vivaldi DAC for someone who
wasn’t going to buy the whole system, because that was the least
compromised input we could offer that would allow access to file
playback. Regardless, prior to the release of the Network Bridge,
whose dual-AES connection addresses these issues, we would tell
customers that if you have a Vivaldi Upsampler, that’s where you
want your USB and network plugged in.
The Bridge is a great option for someone who wants to bring network
connectivity to a Vivaldi DAC but doesn’t want to spend $22,000 on
a Vivaldi Upsampler. Everything the Rossini can do, the Vivaldi DAC
can do with the help of the Bridge.
stereophile.com
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Although MQA processing for dCS
products was still in the testing phase
during the review period, the first
MQA unfolding is expected for the
Network Bridge by the time you read
this. Ditto for MQA unfolding and rendering for the Rossini DAC and Player.
Unless a major ecological catastrophe
hits the UK, the Vivaldi DAC’s v.2.02
software should be upgraded for MQA
rendering by the end of 2017, and the
Vivaldi Upsampler will handle MQA’s
first unfolding. Expect a Follow-Up assessing dCS’s implementation of MQA.
The Network Bridge app resembles
the Rossini DAC app, with settings that
accommodate earlier dCS DACs and DACs from other companies. It
also has portals for playlists, UPnP, USB, Spotify, and Tidal.
For much of my listening, I plugged into the Network Bridge
one of three USB 3.0 sticks loaded with hi-rez files, or one of two
external hard drives, and controlled playback with the Bridge app.
Occasionally I connected a Roon-equipped Intel NUC computer to
the Bridge via Ethernet, and used the Roon app for playback. Into the
NUC were loaded the contents of the three USB sticks and one of
the external HDs. This setup let me compare the features and sound
of multiple sources and playback platforms.
Vivaldi v.2.02
dCS claims that the Vivaldi system’s v.2.02 software upgrade brings
multiple audible improvements to the DAC’s sound. For one, it enables DSD128 file playback. It also adds a new DSD filter, designated
F5, for which, in a press release, dCS claims “better impulse response
than [dCS’s] previous DSD filters, with virtually no ringing. High frequency noise has also been better suppressed outside the audio band
to be more universally amplifier-friendly, and to present the amplifier
with a cleaner signal.”
In addition to new gain settings and new clocking architecture for
the DAC, a new system for mapping the Ring DAC—ie, for determining precisely how the many discrete elements within the DAC core
are switched on and off—is claimed to generate lower distortion.
According to dCS, it “does an even better job avoiding hardware
mismatches that manifest as errors correlated with the music signal,
bringing superior linearity, even at low signal levels.” You can choose
among three Mappers, two of which are new. Hint: New Mapper 3
sounds a mite warmer, softer, more analog-like; new Mapper 1 offers
sharper lines and more color contrast.
Putting it all together
I’m so glad that John Quick and his colleague Brad O’Toole delivered
in person the Network Bridge, the Vivaldi DAC running software
v.1.20, and the v.2.02 upgrade disc—setup required repositioning
equipment and running three BNC cables from the Scarlatti clock
to the Network Bridge, Vivaldi DAC, and Paganini transport. There
were dual AES and analog output cables to hook up, new settings to
choose from, and an app to download and master. As I had only one
pair of AES cables for the DAC, I switched them between the Bridge
and Paganini, as needed.
On the bottom shelf of my four-tiered rack sat most of the power
products listed in “Associated Equipment.” Both the Nordost QX4
and Isotek EVO3 Sigmas power conditioners were active, because
I’ve found them to be complementary in reducing noise and thus
revealing more low-level detail. Ditto for the Synergistic Research
Tranquility Bases under the Grand Prix amp stands. To further
minimize system noise, I switched on my Roon-enabled NUC only
when I used it. Ethernet cables led from NUC to router and from
router to Network Bridge.
On the shelves above were the Network Bridge stacked atop the
Paganini, the Scarlatti clock sitting on a 1.5"-thick Grand Prix Formula
2
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platform, and, on the top shelf, the Vivaldi DAC sitting on another
Formula platform. On stands flanking this rack sat a pair of Pass
Laboratories XA200.8 monoblocks.
To those tempted to cry foul at my stacking of Bridge atop Paganini transport, or at the absence of any analog source: If this 5' 4.5"
Serinus had a single rack tall enough to hold everything, he’d need
a stool to reach the top shelf. Nor are two side-by-side multi-shelf
racks acceptable—squeezing them and two amp stands between my
speakers would make it nearly impossible for me to get to the cables.
We do what we must do.
Network Bridge with Vivaldi v.1.20
Minutes after the Network Bridge and Vivaldi DAC v.1.2 were
connected via dual-AES, I inserted a USB 3.0 stick in the Bridge.
Using the Bridge app, I played a recording of works by J.S. Bach
transcribed for the trio of mandolinist Chris Thile, cellist Yo-Yo Ma,
and double bassist Edgar Meyer (24/96 WAV, Nonesuch 558933/
HDtracks).2 Although the equipment was not fully warmed up and
the cables hadn’t settled in, instrumental textures were far more
palpable than before.
Thile’s fingering was more cleanly articulated than through the
Rossini. I could easily differentiate between the leading edges of
plucked or bowed strings and the resonant bodies of their instruments. The cello’s timbre was so rich and beautiful that I recalled the
sound of my friend Elaine Kreston’s cello as she sat beside me during
a rehearsal. Bass pitches were perfectly articulated—the cleanest I’d
heard from these files—and images were palpably larger. Because the
instruments felt more real, the music’s impact deepened.
After everything settled in, I used the Bridge app to play the first
movement of Lou Harrison’s Concerto for Violin with Percussion Orchestra, with soloist Tim Fain and Angel Gil-Ordóñez conducting the
Post-Classical Ensemble (24/48 WAV, Naxos 8.559825/HDtracks).3
The Bridge-Vivaldi combo painted the solo violin and percussion with
far more believable body and substance than I’d heard before, at home
or at audio shows. Textures of drums, gongs, and chimes were far more
realistic and transparent, with copious air around percussion. I was
astounded by the percussion’s lifelike visceral impact.
My impressions remained consistent, regardless of source material.
“Electrified II,” from Yello’s Toy (24/48 WAV, Polydor 4782160/
HDtracks), sounded larger and more all-enveloping. In soprano
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf’s recording of Richard Strauss’s lied “Muttertändelei” with George Szell conducting (24/96 WAV, Warner/
HDTracks 509990873182), I could hear the subtlest changes in the
quality of her voice as she traversed the scales, as well as tiny splices
in the original analog tape. Beyond the added detail, I found myself
lost in the beauty of her voice. Moving on to DSD64—the Vivaldi
v.1.2 wasn’t equipped to handle DSD128—I noted the huge orchestral expanse of Iván Fischer and the Budapest Festival Orchestra’s
recording of Mahler’s Symphony 5 (DSD64, Channel Classics
34213/NativeDSD).
It was only when I switched AES/EBU cables from the Network Bridge to the Paganini transport and began playing discs that
I realized: as detailed and lifelike as the sound was, files through the
Vivaldi v.1.2 had a bit of dryness that I didn’t hear from files played
through the Rossini DAC. That I’d never heard this dryness at audio
shows confirmed that it’s only in my own, ultrafamiliar system, carefully assembled and tuned in my purpose-designed music room, that
I can clearly hear such differences.
On a good old-fashioned CD of the early 21st century, the sound
of the piano on Murray Perahia’s disc of works by Handel and
Scarlatti (CD, Sony Classical 62785) was delicious: The Vivaldi v.1.2
conveyed a perfect balance of his piano’s percussive and sustained
sounds. The ability to distinguish among different textures, and to
hear the smallest changes in dynamics and expressive fingering,
seemed supreme.
Network Bridge with Vivaldi v.2.02
Can great get greater? I asked myself that as I inserted the Vivaldi
3

v.2.02 upgrade disc into the Paganini transport and followed the
easy directions.
An hour later, I had my answer. The colors of Antonio Lysy’s cello
on his At the Broad: Music from Argentina (CD, Yarlung YAR27517)
were even more vividly saturated than through the Vivaldi v.1.2. I felt
as if I’d somehow been moved closer to the instrument, and could
hear its full sound before its highs and richness were truncated by
distance. I was so impressed by the degree of color saturation that, to
fully bask in the sound, I turned the lights out.
Returning to file playback through the Network Bridge, I inserted
the USB stick that contained a file of Terry Riley’s In C, performed
by the Ragazze Quartet and Slagwerk den Haag (DSD128, Channel
Classics 37816/Native DSD). Selecting the Vivaldi v.2.02’s new DSD
filter, F5, yielded the best sound from DSD I’ve ever heard. “The
three-dimensionality is sensational,” I noted. “The dryness of v.1.2
has been replaced by an iridescent clarity to timbres and textures.
The transparency is astounding; every clang and bang sounds real.”
By the end of In C, my friend Béla, sitting next to me, was ecstatic.
“One minute I felt I was inside the music; the next minute, I felt the
music was inside me!” he exclaimed. “I could feel it vibrating in all
my different organs. My entire body is throbbing.”
Béla was describing his response to hearing an ultra-hi-rez recording of game-changing minimalist music whose repetitive patterns
came to Riley in the early 1960s as he rode a bus, stoned, to a piano
gig at the hungry i, a San Francisco nightclub. No chemical enhancement figured into our listening experience, nor was any necessary;
the high comes with any well-executed performance of Riley’s masterpiece. That Béla was able to relive Riley’s high without knowing
the story behind In C speaks volumes of the communicative power
of the Network Bridge/Vivaldi v.2.02 combo.
For vocal music, I chose baritone Matthias Goerne and pianist Markus Hinterhäuser’s recording of “Meine Rose,” from
Schumann’s song cycle Myrthen (24/96WAV, Harmonia Mundi
HMM 902243/HDtracks). In addition to more detail in the voice
and a fuller, richer, more lifelike piano, Goerne’s emotional intent
was more palpable than through the excellent Rossini. Goerne’s
voice seemed a portal to the spirit.
Comparison: Software and Sources
After many more tracks had confirmed that the Vivaldi DAC’s
v.2.02 upgrade and the Network Bridge delivered the most colorful,
believable, involving sound I’d ever heard from my system, it was
time to investigate playback options. First, I compared the sound of
files from USB sticks played through the Bridge using its app to the
sound of the same files loaded into my NUC running Roon and
controlled by the Roon app. The NUC fed the Network Bridge via
a double run of Ethernet cables: NUC to router to Bridge.
Up first was Hanover Square North, from a recent recording of
Charles Ives’s Second Orchestral Set, with Ludovic Morlot conducting
the Seattle Symphony Orchestra (24/96 WAV, Seattle Symphony
Media SSM1015/HDtracks). Highs were less sharp and more softly
delineated with Roon, colors a mite muted, and transparency a bit
diminished. Using Roon’s Search function, however, was a snap,
and accessing cover art and other information inaccessible with the
Bridge app were bonuses.
Next I compared two different playback methods for the first
movement of Franz Schmidt’s Symphony 2, in the recording by
Semyon Bychkov and the Vienna Philharmonic (24/48 WAV, Sony
Classical 88985355522/Primephonic). The first was with an external
HD connected, via a Nordost Valhalla 2 USB link, first to the Bridge
(Bridge app) and then to the NUC (Roon app). Both sounded
beautiful, but the Bridge software again delivered clearer sound,
with sharper highs, more saturated colors, and maximal liquidity
and transparency. Roon’s sound was smoother, with more apparent
2 See my review of this recording: www.stereophile.com/content/hi-rez-bach-trios-ma-thileand-meyer.
3 See my review of this recording: www.stereophile.com/content/music-lou-harrisoncentennial.
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emphasis of the midrange and bass. This conclusion held even when
I changed the Ethernet cables used with the NUC from Wireworld
Platinum Starlight to AudioQuest Diamond.
Locating the file using Network Bridge software required timeconsuming scrolling through the HD’s contents to discover if it was
listed under the composer (Schmidt) or the conductor (Bychkov).
Had I not previously retitled the parent folder to make identification
easy, I’d have been lost. But with Roon, I just typed “Schmidt” into
Search, and two choices appeared: my own 24/192 files and Tidal’s
16/44.1 stream. Swami Serinus predicts: The more files you’ve got,
the more you’ll use Roon.
I then compared sources, USB stick vs external HD, for the Network Bridge and Vivaldi v.2.02 by playing soprano Carolyn Sampson’s performance of “Sich üben im Lieben,” from J.S. Bach’s Wedding
Cantata, BWV 202, with Petra Müllejans conducting the Freiburg
Baroque Orchestra (24/96 WAV, Harmonia Mundi 902252/
HDtracks). Although a USB stick obviates the need of a USB cable,
and would seem the superior source if you can remember what’s on
the stick—a big “if” that frequently found Swami Serinus floundering—Nordost’s Valhalla 2 USB link is so excellent that the sources
were barely distinguishable.
As to which playback software sounded “better,” it remained a case
of the Bridge app’s ultratransparent liquidity vs the Roon app’s softeredged smoothness. Might this have had something to do with the
sound of the NUC vs a Mac mini or other computer dedicated solely
to file playback? I don’t know.
Lest you think I ignored DSD, I compared two native DSD64
tracks, from both SACDs and files. Playing the Trauermarsch from the
Fischer/Budapest recording of Mahler’s Symphony 5 (SACD/CD/
DSD64, Channel Classics 34213), and Antonio Bertali’s Ciaconna
for Violin, Keyboard and Chitarrone, from violinist Rachel Podger’s
Perla Barocca: Early Italian Masterpieces (SACD/CD/DSD64, Channel
Classics 36014), I felt that the SACD brought out contrasting lines
in ways the files did not. SACD also delivered greater depth, and
perhaps sounded more neutral. While the sources definitely sounded
different, calling one “better” than the other will be a matter of
personal preference.
Given that this test involved a discontinued transport, it may not
seem relevant to audiophiles who don’t use a Vivaldi, Paganini, or
other SACD/CD transport. If dCS ever releases a Rossini SACD/
CD transport, this comparison will be worth repeating.
Network Bridge with Mytek HiFi Manhattan II DAC
In Michael Lavorgna’s review of the Network Bridge for our sister
publication AudioStream.com, he paired it with his totaldac d1-six
D/A processor rather than the far more expensive Vivaldi DAC.
Michael concluded that “the Bridge-endowed system and the music
it played sounded more refined. More real. . . . [M]usic is presented
as if emanating from its source without obstruction. . . . Nuance is
reproduced music’s life blood and dCS gets it. And the Bridge gets
this as fully as any other similar-functioning-device I’ve heard in my
system. . . . [It] brought out the best my totaldac has to offer.”4
To repeat Michael’s experiment with a non-dCS DAC, I turned to
Mytek HiFi’s Manhattan II. Mytek’s Brooklyn ($2000) and Manhattan II ($6000) DACs each sport one AES input and two S/PDIF
synchronous inputs. These inputs pass along signals of resolutions
only up to 24/192, up to DSD64 via DoP, and MQA. By contrast,
each DAC’s USB 2 Class 2 input permits playback of up to 32/384
PCM, DSD256, and MQA.
After connecting the AES input of the Manhattan II to one of the
Network Bridge’s AES outputs, into the Bridge went a USB 3.0 stick
containing Michael Tilson Thomas and the San Francisco Symphony’s download-only release of Berg’s Three Pieces for Orchestra
(24/192 WAV, SFS Media/HDtracks). This music is ultra-demanding in its full-range instrumentation and dynamics. While not the
cheeriest music, it felt fitting for the quasi-apocalyptic destruction
Hurricane Irma was then visiting on the Caribbean and Florida.
After evaluating the sound through the Network Bridge, I copied

the Berg files to my MacBook Pro’s SSD and connected the computer to the Manhattan II using the Nordost Valhalla 2 USB link.
Using Audirvana Plus app—it was already installed and set up on that
computer, which Roon and the latest Amarra playback software were
not—the sound was more muffled, less colorful. The loss of detail
was anything but subtle. Despite impressive bass, computer playback
paled next to the Network Bridge.
By the time you read this, Mytek will have issued an optional
Roon-Ready Network Card ($995) for the Manhattan II. Installed,
the card enables an Ethernet connection to a home network, NUC,
or other home drive, with remote control via tablet or smartphone.
The card also offers streaming from Tidal, Spotify, Apple Music,
Internet radio, and other services, and a USB port for direct playback
of files from a USB stick or external drive.
In other words, the Manhattan II’s new Network Card will give
it the same functions provided by the Network Bridge, as well as
playback of higher-resolution files than the Network Bridge can
pass through a single AES cable. What the card doesn’t offer are
the noise-isolation and other features that make the dCS Network
Bridge unique. Evaluating Mytek’s Roon-Ready Network Card, and
comparing its sound to the Network Bridge feeding music to the
Manhattan II, seems worth a Follow-Up.
Conclusions
I’ve paired so many different components, and explored so many
different ways to use the dCS Network Bridge, that I’m probably
ready to launch an audiophile edition of match.com. But so painstaking a methodology was necessary to conclusively establish whether
the Network Bridge could optimize the sounds of files and streams
played through the dCS Vivaldi and other DACs, and present music
in the best possible light.
The answer is incontrovertible. The $4250 dCS Network Bridge
and app comprise an invaluable—I’d say indispensable—asset for
owners of a Vivaldi and or older dCS DAC. And even with DACs
from companies other than dCS, the Network Bridge delivered

A S S O C I AT E D E Q U I P M E N T
Digital Sources dCS Paganini SACD/CD transport & Rossini DAC
& Scarlatti clock; Oppo Digital UDP-205 universal BD player; Intel
NUC7i7BNH computer with 8GB RAM, 128GB SSD, running Roon;
Apple MacBook Pro computer with Intel i7, SSD, 8GB RAM; Apple
iPad Pro; external hard drives, USB sticks.
Power Amplifiers Pass Laboratories XA200.8 monoblocks.
Loudspeakers Wilson Audio Specialties Alexia.
Cables Digital: AudioQuest Diamond (FireWire, Ethernet), Nordost
Odin 1 & Odin 2 & Valhalla 2 (USB), Wireworld Platinum Starlight
(Ethernet). Interconnect, Speaker, AC: Nordost Odin 2.
Accessories Grand Prix Monaco rack & amp stands, 1.5"-thick
Formula platforms; Nordost QB8, QX4, QK1, QV2 AC power accessories; Isotek EVO3 Sigmas power conditioner; AudioQuest NRG
Edison outlets; Stein Music Signature Harmonizers, Blue Suns/
Diamonds, Speaker Matches, Super Naturals, crystal Quantum
Organizer; Synergistic Research Tranquility Base UEFs, Transporter,
PowerCell; Bybee Room Neutralizers; Absolare Stabilians; Resolution
Acoustics room treatments; Stillpoints Aperture panels. Listening
room: 20' L by 16' W by 9' H.
—Jason Victor Serinus

sound that was demonstrably superior to conventional computeraudio playback via USB. As with dCS’s major upgrade of the Vivaldi
DAC’s software to v.2.02: Class A all the way. n
4 See www.audiostream.com/content/
dcs-network-bridge.
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